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Five months ago I went to the doctor. “Cliff, you need to lose weight”. I knew that, I also knew 
that if I did I would feel better about myself, have more confidence and that would spill over into 
everything I do. So why didn’t I just do it?  Have you ever asked yourself that same question about ‘why’ 
you just didn’t do something?  

How is your business doing? Could it be better? What prevents you from being extraordinary? 
My belief is we put so many limitations on ourselves and this is what prevents us from losing weight, 
making the next call, sending out reminders, building a marketing plan. So how do we recognize, plan, 
commit, change and preserve? 

“Our only limitations are those we place on ourselves” ~ Gail Lynne Goodwin 

Stop Using Excuses 

 We have tendencies to use various excuses, I hear it all the time during consulting sessions; “I 
can’t do that”, “I’m not creative”, “That won’t work for me”, or they may say, “Oh, that person is just 
luck!”, the list goes on. We certainly have biases that hamper our growth and our ability to move 
forward. We put limits on what we can achieve, we do this by placing self-imposed shackles on 
ourselves – I’ve done it! We have either said it or heard someone say it; “I woulda, shoulda’, 
coulda’”…but didn’t. After a while we truly begin to believe the self-imposed story we have created. The 
mind is a powerful thing, it can spring you forward or bring you to ruin. 

Your Mind is Powerful 

 The mind is indeed powerful. Thought and attitude are tied and connected together. You must 
believe in yourself, your abilities, and your ability to achieve. Over the years I have struggled with this 
too. When do I make the right career move? Is this the right campaign? Will people think it’s dumb? I 
had to begin to trust my instincts knowing that I would fail, make mistakes, and succeed; but I would not 
do any of these things if I held back and didn’t try. You must tell yourself I can do this and go beyond 
what’s comfortable. Seth Godin was once quoted,  

“We must become comfortable with being uncomfortable” ~ Seth Godin 

 Believe it or not, that instability is the thing that will help push the envelope; I have seen it 
happen over and over again. Challenge yourself on working on small tasks and then expand. Do this over 
and over until it becomes habit. You might have to tell your mind to be quiet and trust your gut; people 
don’t put enough emphasis on their true ‘gut feelings’.  

There was a story I read about a very large bull in a paddock, this bull was massive. The pen 
however was flimsy and busted up; but when the bull brushed up against it his mind believed that he 
couldn’t move it. He was much stronger and could have easily broken through the obstacle, but the  
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hurdle prevented his movement, it kept him penned in. How many of you have hurdles that you have 
put in front of yourself that prevent you from getting to new pastures…better opportunities? Test the 
fence! 

“The problem is not that our goals are too high, it’s the contrary, it’s 
        they are too low and we achieve them” ~ Sir Ken Robinson 

Your thoughts, the way you perceive thigs can either hinder progress or move it forward. How 
long would you try something before you quit? How many times will you reach out to a prospect, how 
many different touch points will you use before you throw in the towel? Imagine years ago if Thomas 
Edison gave up in his quest to invent the light bulb after his hundredth time? We may still be reading by 
candlelight. In fact, he failed over seventeen hundred times before he succeeded! When asked by a 
reported, ‘How did it feel to fail 1,700 times?’ he responded, “I didn’t fail, I just figured out 1,700 ways 
how NOT to make a lightbulb”. Your attitude is indeed connected to your thoughts and ambitions. 
Having the right forward-thinking attitude will help in moving the success needle forward. 

Don’t Limit Your Success or the Success of Others 

 Limiting your success means limiting opportunities, some of which may lead to the next biggest 
break-through or discovery. If you are in a position of authority and staff members, children, friends (yes 
this applies to all aspects of life) see you limiting yourself, they may follow suit. Limiting people stifles 
growth, erodes our creative capacity and all of this breeds mediocrity. It is so important to empower 
those around us to be the very best they can be; it makes for better businesses, better families, and 
better individuals.  

 Our parents are to blame to a great extent, our parents (albeit well-meaning) tried to shield us 
from potential ridicule and shame. They asked us to always have the right answer. Our education system 
does the same, according to Sir Ken Robinson in his brilliant TED Talk on “How Our Education System is 
Mining the Creativity Out of Our Children”. We insist that the sky is blue, grass is green etc., etc – but 
what if I see it differently? What if there IS a different way to solve a problem? We deduct that having 
the wrong answer is a BAD thing – but is it. Eloquently, Sir Ken Robinson said this about creativity and 
being wrong… 

“I’m not saying that being wrong is the same thing as being creative, what I am saying 
   is if you’re not prepared to be wrong; you’ll never have an original thought” ~ Sir Ken Robinson 

 Implement a free thinking environment and allow folks to be wrong, being wrong, making 
mistakes and learning from those mistakes will help your organization thrive. It’s empowering! 

Some Limitations Are Good 

 Some limitations are GOOD. Anything that negatively contributes to the demise of your health is 
not good so putting limitations on consumption IS good. Too much of any one thing is not good. So take  
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a hard look and put limitations on yourself that will cause you or your business harm; these limitations 
should accelerate your success rate. 

Tools to Help You Move Forward 

 You become whom you associate with. If you are better than everyone you deal with you won’t 
grow; reach out and find others that challenge your way of thinking – in fact, find people that are better 
than you; these people will push you beyond your limits, which will of course make you better yet! Can 
you think of any limitations you place on yourself? Generally these are false beliefs and self-imposed – 
we talk ourselves into this mindset. 

Here are a couple of thoughts to help get you moving forward. 

• Select a challenge, something you would like to do but haven’t 
• Plan out the steps, a timeline to reach this goal 
• Have the will and commitment to press on no matter what 
• Be flexible, willing to do a little more – even when it hurts – and adjust 
• Persevere, knowing that anything worth having is worth working for – it will NOT come easy 
• Find a coach or a mentor that will help hold you accountable 

Drip, Drip, Drip  

I am a big believer that everything we do in life spills over into other aspects of our lives. Best 
practices in business help on a personal front and visa-versa. 

I remember teaching my daughter Cait how to swim at a very early age. I had her in the pool at 
fourteen months old, by three, she was swimming laps. At first, she was afraid of diving in a swimming I 
can remember her looking down the 25 meter length of the pool and saying, “Dad I can’t do this…” so 
little by little I moved back another two feet and she swam to me. We’d try it again, I’d move back some 
more…every time she reached me I would say “Look at how far you’ve gone” – this continued until one 
day when she was about two, she dove in and swam toward me, I kept encouraging her and kept 
moving back just as she was going to get to me…three minutes later she touched the other side…she 
was elated – I can still see that look on that little face, elation. I’d like to think that now as a young 
woman of 26 years that some of those lessons of pushing her in the pool have helped her push herself. 
She is doing amazing! 

Next Steps 

 Take this one step at a time and do your best to rid yourself of the self-imposed shackles of 
limiting yourself. Realize that you are worthy of doing great things and being a contribution to others. 
Remember when others see you do this it becomes an inspiration for them. 
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 As for my conversation with my doctor; five months later I have dropped nearly forty-five 
pounds, and my doctor said to me, “…congratulations, you have managed to add eight years to your 
life…” Wow, eight more years to spend with my amazing family and friends.  

 Until next week, no more limitations and continued success - CQ 
 


